Nathan Anthony
Bonn, a sculptural design that uses a pared-down aesthetic to convey lightness is the spirit of modern architecture. With a chassis that appears to
float in space, supported only by its cantilever wood and metal legs, Bonn creates an uninterrupted line across the width of the frame. Building on this
linear look, Bonn seating features knife-edged and boxed seat cushions that are minimalist in shape but cozy in feeling.
“Bonn uses space and openness to enhance the spaces around a piece that are normally closed to the eye,” says designer Tina Nicole. “The result is a
soft, modern look that is both soothing and stimulating.”
“Bonn works beautifully with a wide range of other interior decor objects,” says Ms Nicole, blending in easily with other styles while also making its
own singular design statement.
www.nafurniture.com

Duistt
The Julius chair inspired in mid-century modern design is a timeless and
understated luxury piece that will follow you for life. The lightness of the brass
structure contrasts with the strong upholstered seat. This is a luxury piece
constructed with noble materials, like brass and cotton velvet, with small details
that enhance its beauty, such as the engraved screws and the hidden structure of
the chair that makes it looks suspended. Julius chair is a very versatile piece that
can be used as a dining, living or office chair. It is constructed with polished brass
structure and velvet upholstered and is available in other finishes.
Created in Oporto, Portugal, in 2014, Duistt is a furniture brand specialising in
upholstery. Like the city, the company breaths history and modernity. It blends
ancient knowledge and techniques with modern aesthetics. Duistt designs refined,
sophisticated, high-end pieces and pursues perfection in every aspect of their
products. Their design takes in consideration three major premises: aesthetics,
quality and comfort. As the entire Duisst collection, this product presents itself
with in temporal design of classical references, built to last.
www.duistt.com
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